In this paper, the log-exponentiated Kumaraswamy (LEK) distribution is introduced and studied as a survival model of unemployment, its survived function has the interesting property that it can be decreasing depending on the shape parameters. The method of maximum likelihood is applied for estimating the model parameters, survival and hazard rate functions. Stratification is used to reduce heterogeneity in survival unemployment data. To achieve this aim, three models are considered. In the first model, unemployment experience for all working ages (15 -60) is studied. In the second model, unemployment experience for ages (30-60) is studied and in the third model, unemployment experience for ages (45-60) is studied. Unemployment is modeled as a function of age. The distribution of unemployment with respect to age is represented by the LEK distribution or the three suggested models. For different values of samples sizes, Monte Carlo simulation is performed to investigate the precision of maximum likelihood estimates.
Introduction
The persistence of high unemployment rates in the recent years has become a major problem in many countries in Egypt. According to labor force sample survey, Egypt has experienced a rise in unemployment rate from 8.9% in 2010 ,11.9% in 2011 to 12.8% in 2015. According to General Authority of Statistics, Saudi Arabia has experienced a rise in unemployment rate from 10.5% in 2010 ,12.4% in 2011 to 11.5% in 2015. Although most age groups have witnessed high unemployment is concentrated among those with intermediate and higher level of education. Dimension and structure of labor force in Egypt was studied by many authors(see Todaro [32] Abdel-Sattar [1] , Nemr [24] , Zayan [33] , Zohry [34] , Abd El-Tawab [2] , Mousa et al. [21] , Elwy and Radwan [7] , Rashidova [28] ). These studies have indicated that the size of the Egyptian labor force has increased, the overall level of unemployment rise, unemployment among urban is higher than rural. Employment situation and the loss of economically active years of life in Egypt was studied by El-Biblawi [6] . Osman [26] used compound Weibull and Compertz distribution as models for analyzing the survival of heterogeneous populations. Abou-Hussien [3] introduced a survival analysis of unemployment with an application to the case of Egypt. Tasci and Tausel [31] used transition probabilities to analyze the differences in unemployment rates in the Turkish labor market. Kumaraswamy [18] argued that the Beta distribution doesn't faithfully fit well hydrological data like daily rainfall and daily steam flow. He developed the probability density function (pdf) for double bounded random processes with hydrological applications. It has simple explicit formula and quantile functions. He proposed Kumaraswamy (K) distribution with closed form of cumulative distribution function (cdf) given by:
This distribution is applicable to many nature phenomena .The outcomes have lower and upper bounds such as the heights of individual, scores obtained on a test , atmospheric temperatures . Many papers studied K distribution a better alternative to the beta distribution with hydrological literature. (See Sunder and Subbian [30] , Fletcher and Ponnambalam [8] , Seifi et al . [29] , Ponnambalam et al . [27] ]) Jones [17] compared between the Beta and the k distribution from several point of view. He explained the k distribution similar to Beta distribution unimodal, uniantimodal , increasing, decreasing or constant depending on value of parameters. The cdf of k distribution has closed form .It is used in simulation hydrological data. He presented explicit formula for L-moments and moments of order statistics of k distribution. He presented simpler formula for moments and moment generating function of beta distribution. Garg [15] produced single statistics ,the joint distribution of two order statistics and product of quotient of two order statistics of the k distribution. Gholizadeh et al. [16] proposed Bayesian estimator of k distribution for grouped and ungrouped data. Nader et al . [23] used the Maximum likelihood and Bayesian approaches to estimator the parameters of k distribution. Lemonte et al [19] derived general formulas for moment generating function, mean deviation , Bonferroni and Lorentz curves , density of order statistics of three parameters of exponentiated kumaraswamy (EK) distribution. we derived the LEK distribution. This distribution extended the generalized exponential and double generalized exponential distribution. We proposed maximum likelihood estimation of the model of parameters. Nadarajah [25] explained the exponential distribution applied in statistical distribution for problems in reliability. Merovci [20] proposed an extension of exponential distribution called the exponentiated exponential (EE).Gupta and kundu [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] . They used EE distribution alternative gamma and weibull distribution. The two parameters of the gamma,weibull and EE distributions have increasing ,decreasing hazard function depending on the value of shape parameters, they have constant hazard function when the shape parameter is equal to one. Mudholkar and Hutson [22] discussed the parametric characterizations of the density function for Exponentiated Weibull (EW)distribution .They presented the r-th moment of EW distribution. Ashour and Afify [4] introduced the statistical analysis of exponentiated Weibull family under type1 progressive, the maximum Likelihood (ML) estimators of the parameters and their asymptotic variances are derived . Barreto -Souza et al [5] developed the exponentiated exponential-poisson distribution. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: . In Section 2,a brief summary about the LEK distribution as composite distribution is mentioned. Maximum likelihood estimation is performed and the observed information matrix is determined in Section 3. In Section 4, Monte Carlo simulation is carried out to investigate the precision of the maximum likelihood estimates (MLES) for different values of parameters and sample sizes. Finally some concluding remarks are given in Section 2 Log-Exponentiated Kumaraswamy Distribution Lemonte et al. (16) (2013) proposed the Exponentiated Kumaraswamy distribution with three positive shape parameters on (0,1). The EK density function is defined by (2) If X ,we used the standard LEK by Let the random variable, T, that follows an the LEK distribution, LEK with  is a location parameter, are shape parameters and is scale parameter. It is cumulative distribution function (cdf) and probability density function (pdf), are given respectively by:
And f( =
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The survival function (sf) and hazard rate function (hrf) are given, respectively by:
h( ) =
The reversed hazard (rh) rate function, which is also known by the dual of the hazard rate, extends the concept of the hazard rate to a reverse time direction and is given by rh( ) =
The median of the LEK distribution is given by (8) Fig. 1 describes the PDF of LEK distribution for different values of parameters.
Graphical description

Fig.1 Density function of LEK distribution
The curves of the density function of LEK for three models are plotted in Fig.1 .
Inference on the log-eponentiated Kumaraswamy distribution
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The first model is when , the second model is when , and third model is when . Fig. 2 , describes the sf of LEK distribution for different values of parameters. 
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The curves of the Hazard rate function of LEK for three models are plotted in fig .3 
Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Suppose that < < …… < be a random sample of size n from
The likelihood function is expressed as follow (9) Where ( )
The domain of depends on , therefore < < < …… < ;thus the location parameter  is estimated as:
The natural logarithm of is given by (11) where
The maximum likelihood estimators (MLES)of can derived differentiating in (6)with respect to Setting (7), (8) and (9) equal to zeros. The ML estimator of α is found by straightforward calculations, to be and then setting to zero as given bellow, ,
The solution of the system of nonlinear Equation (7), (8), (9) and (10) can be solved numerically to obtain the MLES of the parameters .
Maximum likelihood estimators for the reliability and hazard rate functions
Applying the invariance property the MLES of the rf and hrf are obtained by replacing the parameters in (2) and (3) by their MLES.
and ( ) = (17) where are the MLES of 172
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The asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of the estimators are obtained depending on the inverse asymptotic fisher in formation matrix using the second derivatives of the logarithm of the likelihood function. The asymptotic Fisher information matrix can be written as follows: 
Simulation Study
 In this section a numerical study is given to illustrate the results obtained on the basis of generated data from LEK ( ) distribution.

The computations are performed using Mathematica 9, where N=1000 is the number of repetitions ,for different sample sizes (n=20,40,40,60)  
Conclusion Remarks
 Plots of the pdf are present in the three suggested models in Fig, 1 . The plots show monotone increasing with the age to a maximum age. Which indicate that the individuals reach the highest unemployment rate this a maximum age then unemployment decreases with age.  Plots of the sf is present in the first suggested model in Fig (2.a) . The plot starts by the value one at age 15, then it declines to reach its maximum value at the last working age 60.  Plots of the sf is present in the first suggested model in Fig (2.b) . The plot starts by the value one at age 30, then it declines to reach its maximum value at the last working age 60.  Plots of the sf is present in the first suggested model in Fig (2.c) . The plot starts by the value one at age 45, then it declines to reach its maximum value at the last working age 60.

Plots of the hrf are present in the three suggested models in Fig, 3 . The plots show monotone increasing with the age  From Table 1 
